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INTRODUCTION

Fracture surfaces are common and important in geological
and industrial environments. Most surfaces of minerals in gla-
cial deposits (e.g., glacial flour, loess, glacio-fluvial, and glacio-
lacustrine deposits) originate as fracture surfaces. The majority
of non-glacial sediments have fracture surfaces produced by
abrasion in streams, by oceanic currents, and by waves at
beaches. During ore separation by flotation the ore is crushed
and fracture surfaces are exposed in the slurry. Therefore, prop-
erties and reactivity of fracture surface must be understood to
predict the environmental and industrial consequences of their
exposure to the atmosphere and aqueous solutions.

Arsenopyrite (FeAsS) is a common mineral of sulfide ore

deposits. Because the mineral is economically unimportant, it
is discarded as part of solid wastes of mining operations. Dur-
ing weathering all of the three constituents, Fe, As, and S at-
oms, may be oxidized. Acids of S and As cause environmental
problems because they lead to acidic mine drainage (Azcue
and Nriagu 1995). Furthermore, arsenic compounds, especially
As3+ compounds are toxic to biota (Moore and Ramamoorthy
1984). Therefore, knowledge about the reaction products and
the mechanism of their formation is necessary to evaluate the
risk of environmental pollution by arsenic and sulfur com-
pounds.

Arsenopyrite is the most important host of invisible gold in
nature. It is used as a pathfinder for such hidden gold deposits
(Boyle 1979). Möller et al. (1997) proposed an experimentally
based mechanism where gold is reductively deposited on p-
type areas of the mineral (excess of arsenic) whereas coupled* E-mail: aschau@rz.uni-leipzig.de
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ABSTRACT

The reactivity of arsenopyrite (FeAsS) fractured surfaces toward oxygen was studied using syn-
chrotron radiation excited photoelectron spectroscopy (SXPS). The spectra of the pristine surface
provide evidence of different As and S surface sites. Signals for As3d with 0.33 eV lower and 0.37
eV higher binding energy than the bulk signal are attributed to arsenic surface sites with filled and
unfilled dangling bonds, respectively, caused by the rupture of Fe-As and As-S bonds. Sulfur surface
sites with filled dangling bonds, bonded to three iron as well as to two iron and one arsenic atom,
give rise to a composite signal in the S2p spectra shifted by 0.79 eV to lower binding energy. Reac-
tion of oxygen with FeAsS surfaces in ultra-high vacuum reveals fast oxidation of As surface sites
with filled dangling bonds to As species of increasing oxidation state. The detection of oxidation
states As0, As2+, As3+, and As5+ indicate a consecutive reaction scheme for arsenic oxidation involv-
ing elementary one-electron transfer steps. The Fe3p spectra have a corresponding intensity increase
of a component with a binding energy 1.1 eV higher than the Fe3p signal emitted from the pristine
surface. This signal is assigned to Fe bonded to oxidized arsenic. The very small changes in the S2p
spectra together with their decreased intensity indicate the formation of an arsenic and iron contain-
ing overlayer of oxidation products on top of the FeAsS mineral surface where the S2p signal arises
from. In air oxidation of arsenic continues with As5+ being the final oxidation product. An additional
Fe3p signal at 56.1 eV binding energy is attributed to Fe bonded to O atoms formed during Fe
oxidation. Sulfur oxidation leads to numerous intermediate oxidation products with sulfate being
the final product. During air oxidation of up to 30 min, the sulfur signal at the low binding energy
side of the S2p spectrum is broadened which is probably caused by S2– formed in layers underneath
As and Fe oxidation products. These oxidation products reach the surface by diffusion from the bulk
(reaction induced segregation). A model of homogeneous oxidized layers on arsenopyrite indicates
that reaction with air has produced a layer containing iron bonded to oxygen on top of the increas-
ingly oxidized arsenic and iron containing layer. The Fe-O overlayer is about 1.8 monolayers thick
and is probably formed through interaction of water with iron surface sites.


